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Due diligence - Phase 1

Diagnosis 

Year: 2020



Context

During the second half of 2020, we initiated a diagnosis and action plan to

implement a comprehensive improvement of our Human Rights

management.

Objectiv

Strengthen the management system to control the risks of Human Rights

violations in the different processes of the organization, involving the

analysis from and towards the most relevant stakeholders.

Scope

▪ Evaluation of the Human Rights management system in the Organization.

▪ Structuring of adjustments to the management of Human Rights violation risk
controls.

▪ Plan for updating the management of risk controls for Human Rights violations.



Process milestones

Survey to strategic stakeholders:

• Management Team

• Process Leaders

Internal interviews

Interviews with leading companies

Assessment of Celsia's 

Human Rights management

Analysis of collected information 

First reflections1
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3

4

5



Assessment of Celsia's Human 

Rights management

• Adherence to the 

Global Compact 

Commitment to 

Human Rights.

2012

2013

• Training: 14.66% of 

employees

• Code of Business 

Conduct.

Sources:

• Celsia website

• Celsia Integrated Reports 2013 to 2019 (excluding 2015)

• News related to HR and Celsia

2014

2016

2017

2018

2019

• Publication of 

the Human 

Rights Policy.

• Due Diligence in 

Human Rights with 

Fundación Ideas para 

la Paz.

• Training: 11% of 

employees in 

Colombia.

• Recognition of human rights in our actions: "We are 

interested in the continuous improvement of our 

operational practices and the effective integration of 

human rights in the culture of the organization".

• Training: 2.26% of employees in Colombia are trained 

in human rights.

• Modification of the Code of Business Conduct (respect 

and promotion of human rights, creation of the Central 

Conduct Committee).

• Human rights as a material issue

• Active participation in academic and trade union 

discussions on human rights issues. 

• Virtual course on human rights for employees. 

• Participation and strengthening in community spaces at 

the operation sites. 

• Training: 37% employees in Colombia and 18% in Central 

America trained in human rights.

• Public commitment through the human rights policy.

• Design and updating of tools (employee training, risk 

identification, transparency line and other channels.

• Management with ethnic communities

• Supplier management with human rights criteria

1
Collection and review of documents on how human

rights were being managed in order to have an

exhaustive vision of the subject within the company.



A survey was conducted among different employees and the Technical Committee to find

out how much knowledge they had about Human Rights and how we managed them

within the company.

We asked about their knowledge of:

• Ruggie Framework

• Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights

• Human Rights Policy

• Human Rights objectives, goals and indicators

• Channels of participation and denunciation

Survey findings2



Survey findings - General team2

Corporate and political philosophy
77% acknowledge the existence of a corporate human rights policy, but say 
they are not aware of its contents.

Knowledge and training
In general, they reported not having received training and 
having limited knowledge about human rights.

Channels of participation and denunciation
73% are aware of the channels. Transparency Line
as the key channel for these issues

Methods, procedures (to do)
They state that they do not know the guidelines or
procedures for deciding their actions on human rights
issues.



Survey findings - Management team2

Corporate and political philosophy
100% acknowledge the existence of the corporate HR policy

Knowledge of human rights
100% say they are knowledgeable about human rights, 
Marco Ruggie and know the importance of the subject

Human Rights Training
57% say they have received training in the field of 
Human Rights

Comments: 
Ricardo Sierra (Celsia's CEO): "Very good to learn more about this 
topic".
Juan M. Alzate (Innovation Vicepresident): "We need to emphasize 
more on the internal educational process in this matter. "



Internal interviews were conducted with different leaders to understand in depth how we manage

human rights from the roles of the teams, and how they are perceiving them.

These findings were divided into 5 main aspects:

• Corporate philosophy and policy

• Driving team

• Training

• Management and methods

• Standards and External Support

In the results we identify what we are already doing correctly and the positive aspects of our

management, as well as the improvement options to be implemented within our processes.

Findings from internal interviews and corporate 

information
3



Findings from internal interviews and corporate information3

Corporate philosophy

and Human Rights Policy

Leading team

Training

Management and 

methods

Standards and 

External Support

Positives Aspects Improvement options identified

▪ Formulated and in force since 2014

▪ Published on website
▪ Updating and socialization.

▪ Currently responsible - transversal: 

Sustainability Area.
▪ Other areas should participate in a working group: Legal,

Compliance, Risk and Labor Relations.

▪ Human Rights training reported in the Integrated 

Reports.

▪ They recognize that conversations on the subject 

are being generated in the company today.

▪ Conduct training for the entire team, according to their role.

▪ The Transparency Hotline is recognized as the key 

channel of reporting and communication.

▪ There is a supplier follow-up protocol that includes 

human rights issues.

▪ The company complies with current regulations on prior 

consultation and environmental management plans

▪ Celsia has strategies for relations with the various 

stakeholders.

▪ Application of the supplier follow-up protocol. 

▪ Strengthen relationship strategies with the various stakeholders.

▪ Strengthen monitoring and control of public and private security.

▪ Framed in the Universal Charter of Human Rights 

and the regulations in force in the geographies in 

which the company participates.

▪ Commitment to UN Guiding Principles and Global 

Compact Principles on Human Rights. 

▪ Incorporate the Due Diligence defined by Guías Colombia as a 

framework for action to be more competitive with investors and 

meet the requirements of standards such as Dow Jones 

Sustainability Index.



Lessons learned from benchmark companies4

Corporate 

philosophy and 

Human Rights 

Policy

Leading tema Training
Management and 

methods

Standards and 

External Support

The policy is a 

management 

instrument, with clear 

principles and 

guidelines that allow us 

to establish the scope 

of our commitment to 

human rights.

Sustainability is the 

driving force.

They have a Technical 

Committee made up of 

representatives from 

key areas such as risk, 

compliance and legal, 

sustainability and 

human resources..

Provide training to 

100% of the 

employees, 

according to their 

role.

.

The axis of Human 

Rights management is 

the proper identification 

and management of 

risks related to them.

Due Diligence in HR is a 

competitive advantage 

for these companies, 

because it evidences 

their commitment and 

strengthens the 

confidence of 

stakeholders, investors 

and the market in 

general. 

100% of the national 

companies follow the 

guidelines of the 

Global Compact and 

Guía Colombia 

Guidelines.

Global Compact is 

the standard used by 

international 

companies.

Other references

secondary information:

Interviews were conducted with different companies in the sector to transfer knowledge and identify practical

improvements that we could apply to improve our management.



12

Analysis of collected information

First thoughts

As recommended in the 

internal interviews, it is 

necessary to formalize 

processes and 

mechanisms to guide 

action. An ABC with 

clear roles.

Philosophy

Conviction as the 

basis for human 

rights management 

is evident in the 

Company.

It is essential to 

establish training 

processes for all levels 

in order to strengthen 

human rights 

competencies.

Management Training Participation

The openness and 

active participation of 

the teams in the 

process is highlighted.

5



Due diligence - Phase 2

Execution

Year: 2021



Diagram - Structure and operation

Structure of the Technical Committee

Leadership

Sustainability
Team

Reports to

Scales to

Executive
Committee

Board of
Directors

* The management carried out by the Human

Resources Tecnichal Committee is reported to

the Executive Committee and, if required, will

be taken to the Board of Directors.

Comercial

Technical

Committee in 

Human Rights

Risks

Supply

Legal

Sustainability

Socio-

Environmental

Management

Compliance

Human 

Resources

• Labor Affairs

• Contractors

management

• OSH 

• Training

Central 

America

• Trasmission & 

Distribution

• Generation

Comunications

An interdisciplinary technical committee was structured

to have an integral and transversal vision of Human

Rights within the company.



Due Diligence Process in Human Rights 

by Guías Colombia 

1

2

3

4

5
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Political Commitment

Identify and Assess Negative Impacts in

operations, supply chains and commercial

relationships

• Human Rights Policy Update

Update - Risk Matrix

• Identification of potential impacts: direct,

indirect.

• Evaluation and prioritization of impacts.

Stop, prevent or mitigate

• Prioritization of rights and areas of

greatest risk of violation.

• Review / Design of protocols and action

guides.

Follow-up

Design of goals and indicators to

measure progress in management.

Report how impacts are

addressed

Sensitization and Training Plan with

communication strategies

Repair or assist in repair

Follow-up on the action plans of the risks

identified in human rights and in the review

of the protocols of whistleblowing channels



We have updated our Human Rights policy, which includes

• A statement of commitment to human rights, in accordance with internationally accepted

standards.

• A statement of commitment to prevent/respect human rights issues

• Requirements for our own operations

• Requirements for suppliers and contractors

• Requirements for partners

Human Rights Policy Update1

Benchmarking
Internal 
surveys

External
surveys

Validation of 
the Technical 
Committee

Proccess:

From policies of other

companies in the

Sector and guidelines

for developing HR

policies.

To different

employees to

identify rights to

be prioritized

To different stakeholders to

know their expectations and

knowledge of HR in the

company.

Integral review

by the Technical

Committee.



Clauses Updates1

Updating of the Human Rights

clause in supplier contracts.

Review of Public and Private

Security clauses.

Adjustments to the clauses of Public

and Private Security agreements and

contracts, regarding respect for Human

Rights.

Revision of clauses in supplier contracts

+ Benchmarking of contracts with

suppliers of companies in the sector

To ensure that we are aligned with our suppliers on the respect of Human Rights, we update the

clauses with them on this issue.



Human Rights Risk Management2

IDENTIFICATION PART 1

Evaluation of identified risks

based on their impact and

probability. Additionally, the

controls that Celsia has in

place to prevent such risks

from occurring were

identified..

EVALUATION

Request of base information

for the analysis:

Company's Risk Manual and

current risk matrices.

Analysis of the Company's risk

matrices to identify the Human

Rights-related risks already

mapped and suggest new risks to

be considered.

The teams identified through a survey the

risks that may violate human rights due to

the nature of our operation. These risks are

those documented by the Colombian

Mining and Energy Committee that are

most likely to violate human rights in the

sector.

INITIAL PREPARATION IDENTIFICATION PART 2



Human Rights Risk Management2

As part of our due diligence, our risk analysis included the identification of potential risks in our

operations, in our value chain, considering the existing context.

Actual or potential main human rights risks covered in the identification:

• Improper or lethal use of force (verbal or physical violence) by security forces (state or private).

• Work that poses lethal risks to employees, contractors, or surrounding communities due to inadequate occupational health and

safety standards.

• Threats, physical punishment or serious harassment of people such as union members or members of an ethnic minority

group.

• Violation of the safety and integrity of employees in conflict zones.

• Direct or indirect discrimination in the recruitment, remuneration or promotion of employees.

• Limited access or damage to school facilities due to construction, infrastructure or other company projects or processes.

• Negative consequences on the health of employees and/or surrounding communities due to failure to implement appropriate

environmental, health and safety standards.



Human Rights Risk Management2

• Arbitrary or unfair dismissals or hindering the promotion of employees.

• Better working conditions for men than for women with equal work value.

• Commercial or operational activities that pollute or significantly diminish the water resource or the amount of arable

land of a community, threatening their access to clean drinking water and/or their access to food.

• Degradation and/or destruction of ecosystems, including affecting biodiversity, due to construction, extraction,

distribution, or other processes of the company or a supplier.

• Operators of the company or a supplier who hide information and evidence of contamination events from the

company and/or stakeholders.

• Failure to protect the confidentiality of personal data of employees or employees of contractors, customers, or other

persons.

• Preventing, punishing, or terminating contracts to employees for declaring their needs and opinions.

• Construction work, such as installation of network infrastructure, which could affect the cultural heritage of a

community.

• Lack of corporate policies or procedures that define the scope of intellectual property of its employees on

developments within the company.

• Company practices that affect a healthy work-life balance.



Empleados propios

Mujeres

Niños

Indígenas

Trabajadores migrantes

Mano de obra contratada por terceros

Comunidades locales

Human Rights Risk Management2

Operations evaluated

• Risk matrix Corporate Affairs

• Financial risk matrix

• Risk matrix Generation

• Risk matrix Wind power generation 

• Risk matrix Hydraulic generation

• Risk matrix Thermal generation

• Risk matrix Human, administrative and 

technology management 

• Risk matrix Transmission and Distribution

• Commercial risk matrix

Stakeholders vulnerable to the impact of human rights issues

• Own employees

• Women

• Children

• Indigenous

• Migrant workers

• Labor contracted by third parties

• Local communities

Main actions and controls to mitigate these risks

• Policies implemented (human management policy, gender equality policy, 

diversity policy, environmental policy).

• Actions to obtain the Equipares Seal, which seeks to achieve the cultural 

and emotional transformation of work environments to build an inclusive 

experience in each of them.

• Collective bargaining

• Raising employee awareness of human rights issues.

• Our occupational health and safety management system to analyze risks 

and prevent their occurrence, in addition to the "I choose to take care of 

myself" campaign, which provides us with tools to take care of our own 

lives and those of others at work.

Note: Remedies are stipulated on a case-by-

case basis and by mutual agreement between

the affected parties and the company.



Empleados propios

Mujeres

Niños

Indígenas

Trabajadores migrantes

Mano de obra contratada por terceros

Comunidades locales

Human Rights Risk Management2

Generation Generation plants

Wind power generation Generación Eólica Guanacaste

Hydraulic generation

Alto Anchicayá

Bajo Anchicayá

Alto Tuluá 

Bajo Tuluá 

Nima 1

Nima 2 

Amaime

Central Calima

Cucuana

Prado 

Hidromontañitas

Río Frío 1

Río Frío 2

Rumor 

Río Cali 1

Río Cali 2

Río Piedras 

Salvajina 

San Andrés

Thermal generation

Bahía Las Minas

Cativá 

Distritos térmicos

Merieléctrica

Generation:

Number of sites / centrals




